snpQC – an R pipeline for quality
control of Illumina SNP data
1. In a nutshell
snpQC is a series of R scripts to perform quality control analysis on Illumina SNP data. The objective
of the program is to run a fully automated QC pipeline from raw data through to filtered data ready
for downstream analysis.
Briefly, starting with flat files exported from Genome Studio the program will:
1 – build an SQLite database to store genotypes, sample information and details on the SNPs.
2 – run various QC metrics on the SNPs, samples and mapping information
3 – filter SNPs and samples based on user defined QC criteria
4 – output filtered data for downstream analysis and various summary files
5 – build a genomic relationship matrix (GRM) for genomic selection/prediction
5 – generate a fully automated report of the QC results in PDF
6 – store QC results metrics in the database and as flat files
snpQC is freely available for download from:
http://www-personal.une.edu.au/~cgondro2/snpQC.htm
If you have any questions, problems, bugs, etc, please contact Cedric Gondro at
cgondro2@une.edu.au; I’ll try to help out as much as I can. If you have any particular needs or would
like some extension feel free to get in touch – time allowing, I’ll try to accommodate.
I have not built an R library package for snpQC (but it is quite doable, again if there’s real interest I’ll
package it up). Personally I prefer to keep the plain scripts in a working directory. The idea behind
snpQC is more along the lines of an automated workflow and not a collection of functions to be
called to perform tasks. The scripts are easy to modify for custom routines and, particularly for the
reporting, it can be convenient to be able to edit the files for individual custom jobs or use different
database engines. For those of you who have no time to spare, there’s also a compiled C# version
that bypasses the database creation – it’s much faster but depending on the size of the dataset it can
be quite demanding on memory and will eat up whatever cores are available until the job finishes
(the pure R version is slow but the load can be balanced so it should run on just about any machine).

2. Files for snpQC
To run snpQC you’ll need 3 data files that can be exported directly from GenomeStudio (you can use
Analysis/Reports/Report Wizard… for this). If the genotyping is done externally you service provider
can generate the files. The files needed are:
A sample file with at least one column with unique identifiers for each sample (can also have
phenotypes, covariates, groupings, etc.). The ID column in this file should match the ID column in the
genotypes file (essentially just a list of IDs is enough). For example:
Sample ID
id1_1
id2_1
id3_1
id4_1
id5_1
id6_1
id7_1
id8_1

group
sire1
sire1
sire1
sire1
sire1
sire1
sire1
sire1

A snp map file with SNP names (must match those in the genotypes file), chromosome names and
physical location in bp. These files can be downloaded from Illumina’s website and can also be
exported from GenomeStudio. For example:
SNP Name
BFGL-NGS-109695
BFGL-NGS-109696
BFGL-NGS-109701
BFGL-NGS-109702

Chr
X
3
13
16

Position
48952760
108367588
39306521
6508957

And a genotypes file, one SNP per sample per line with SNP name, sample ID, allele 1, allele 2, GC
score and X, Y coordinates; e.g.:
SNP Name
BFGL-NGS-109695
BFGL-NGS-109696
BFGL-NGS-109701
BFGL-NGS-109702

Sample ID
id1_1
id1_1
id1_1
id1_1

Allele1 - AB
A
A
A
A

Allele2 - AB
B
A
B
A

X
0.346
0.200
0.212
0.160

Y
0.656
0.609
0.325
0.368

GC Score
1.000
1.000
0.895
1.000

Files can have any number of header lines (Illumina’s output currently has 9 lines plus the column
headers) and any number of additional columns in any of the files. The normal separator is TAB, but
the user can define it in the Parameters file (details below). In the genotypes file the X and Y are not
mandatory fields – currently just used to make a figure in the report and not used for QC filtering.
The GC score column can also be absent but that’s not recommended – most of the QC is based on
GC score filtering. If GC scores are not available filtering will be based on population parameters
only.

3. Parameters file
This is the heart of the program and also where you’ll need to pay some attention. Here all
parameters for the run are defined: input files, output files, filtering criteria and what is what in the
files. The main parameters are discussed below. It is important to note that this file is rigid in
structure – everything needs to be in the exact line, everything after the # symbol on a line gets
ignored and if there is more than one criterion in the line it has to be tab delimited. The suggestion is
to use the example parameter file as a template and modify for your projects.

Figure 1 – screenshot of Example parameters file for snpQC.

The parameters file has 7 main sections, which are (default values are on the left hand side of the #
to illustrate):
############ data ######################
The path and names of the snp map, sample and genotypes files. This can be a fully qualified path or
just the names of the files (then the script will look inside R’s current working directory). A note on
this: paths with spaces cause problems with the C# version – better to avoid spaces in the path.
Make sure to use the correct separator between folders for Windows (\) and MacOs, Linux (/).

############ data file parameters #########
Basically just to tell the program what to look for. A bit convoluted with many parameters but makes
it quite flexible to work with various data sources and formats.
1
# index (column number) of SNP in genotype file - must match names in SNP map file or
database column (the latter if the DB already exists and you don’t want to recreate it).
2
# index (column number) of sample identifiers in genotype file - must match names in
sample map file or database column.
3
# index (column number) of SNP allele1 in genotype file - currently only uses A/B allele calls
or database column (make sure to include Allele1 – AB and Allele2 – AB in the Genome Studio
export). Other columns are optional (e.g. forward, top…).
4
# index (column number) of SNP allele2 in genotype file - currently only uses A/B allele calls
or database column.
7
# index (column number) of gcscore in genotype file or database column. You can set this to
zero if GC scores not available - but not an ideal scenario since most QC metrics are based on this.
1

# index (column number) of sample identifiers in sample map file or database column.

1

# index (column number) of SNP names in SNP map file or database column.

2

# index (column number) of chromosome in SNP map file or database column.

3

# index (column number) of base pair position in SNP map file or database column.

1

# number of lines to skip in genotypes file (headers, etc).

1

# number of lines to skip in sample map file (headers, etc).

1

# number of lines to skip in SNP map file (headers, etc).

-

# symbols for missing alleles (missing data in the genotypes file).

Note that the ‘index must match file or database column’ means that if you are starting from scratch
you tell the program where to find the data in the flat files. If you’ve already built the database and
want to rerun e.g. the QC the program will use these indices from the database; i.e. the columns to
search for data in the database. Generally you don’t have to change – the mapping will be the same
between the files and the database, but the possibility to build or use an already available DB is
there.
All other data columns found in the files will be added to the database that is created. Initially it will
have 3 tables: snpmap with all columns found in the map file, samples with all columns from the
samples – it’s worthwhile to include phenotypes, covariates, etc in this file so that the database is
comprehensive (but minimally just needs a column with sample IDs); snps with the genotype data.
The database will index SNP and samples in the snps table for rapid data retrieval (also chromosome
information in the snpmap table). Indexing can be extremely slow with large datasets.

########### filtering parameters ###########
These are the actual parameters used for filtering the data. Filtering is performed across SNP and
across samples.
SNP filters:
5
# over X percent genotyping fail. If more than X% fail, SNP is rejected. Removes SNP that
consistently fail across samples.
0.50 # median call rates (GC scores) smaller than X. If median call rate below this value, the SNP is
rejected.
0

# all GC scores zero or NA (do not change).

0.5
# GC < X in Y (next parameter, below) percent of samples. If a Y% of the samples have GC
scores below the threshold the SNP is rejected. Note that this value is used to flag individual bad SNP
– any individual genotypes in a sample below this value is set to missing.
90

# GC < X (above) in Y percent of samples. The percent for Y (for above parameter).

0.0
# MAF zero - snps fixed across all samples, use negative value not to exclude SNP that are
not segregating.
0.01 # minor allele frequency MAF < X. SNP with MAF under the cutoff are excluded (set to zero
or negative not to exclude on MAF).
3
# heterozygosity deviation in number of standard deviations X. Excludes SNP that show
much lower/higher levels of hererozygosity.
10e-16 # Hardy-Weinberg threshold cut off value.
Except for GC scores (and not even these entirely), the parameters are somewhat subjective since
they are based on population metrics – there’s some confounding between technical essay problems
(which is what we want to identify here) and real population structure in the data. There is a danger
of throwing out the baby with the bath but can also end up adding noise to the data which will have
a larger or smaller effect depending on the downstream intentions. This is probably the highlight of
snpQC because it generates a comprehensive report that is very useful to understand the data
structure and it makes it easy to change parameters, rerun and compare results.
Sample filters:
0.90 # call rates lower than X. If less than X% genotypes called the whole sample is excluded – the
DNA might have been of low quality.
3

# heterozygosity deviation in number of standard deviations X.

0.98 # correlation between samples - not used for exclusion, just for listing similar/different
samples. Note that the correlation does not exclude missing values – the point is to strongly tease
apart differences. Do not use this for relationships, use the GRM instead. This just helps identify
duplicates and compare correlation between duplicates.

########## map info to remove SNP #####
0
X
# unmapped, X, Y, mitochondrial, etc - specific for the map file. Tab separate
whichever SNP should be excluded based on chromosome information (not limited to X, Y, MT – can
exclude autosomes as well e.g. 1 or 2). Leave blank not to exclude based on mapping information
######### output parameters #############
false # exclude all rejected SNP and samples from reshaped.txt (output files detailed below) file. If
false all SNP and samples are maintained in file (sample and snp files will also show only subset). I’ve
generally found it more practical to keep the full data and then subset based on the list of
exclusions. Note that all SNP on a sample below the GC score cutoff will still be set to the missing
value.
false # set all rejected samples and SNP to missing value (only relevant if above parameter set to
'false'). This keeps all data but sets everything rejected to the missing value. It’s also usually
preferable to keep the original genotypes and then subset the data. These two parameters work
best to accommodate routine workflows were adequate QC parameters are well known and defined
already.
9
# symbol for missing/rejected values – sets rejected genotypes to this value (could also be
NA, -, …) based on GC score cut offs and the parameter above.
0
1
2
# values for genotypes in output file (does not need to be numeric, could be
e.g. AA, AB, BB). Can also separate into ‘allele format’ by leaving a space between alleles, e.g. 0/0
0/1 1/1. Tab separated.
true
# build genomic relationship matrix (true/false). Uses van Raden’s (2008) approach; SNP that
have missing genotypes above the average are excluded. The GRM is built on the subset. The GRM
can be used downstream for genomic prediction, principal component analysis or to evaluate
relationships in the data.
######## database info ##################
ExampleDB
# name of database (Note: if already exists genotypes/samples will be appended and
map file replaced) – by default will be saved in directory databases in the current working directory;
output/report results will be stored in new directories 'dbName_output' and 'dbName_report' next
to DB.
false # use default DB location, under databases in working directory (use false for custom
location). Other output files will also be this directory.
/Users/joe/myGWASprojects/results # only used if above set to false. Path to where to write the
DB and output folders – can use a network path to save on a remote machine.
\t

# file separator for the output files

5
# Column number for X values in genotype file (use zero for missing or to bypass). Simply
used to create a picture of good/bad clusters for the report.
6

# Column number for Y values in genotype file (use zero for missing or to bypass).

######## info for report #################
Only used for the report title.
Example 50K simulated
John Doe and Jane Doe

# title of project
# authors

4. How to run and R packages needed
Before running the program, you’ll need to install the R packages: lattice, gplots, gtools, RSQLite,
snowfall, gdata, caTools, bitops, DBI, snow and compiler. Will also need LaTex installed and available
in the path; there are no additional packages needed for LaTex – a standard install will suffice
(MikTex is a good option). If there is no LaTex, the tex file will still be generated but will have to be
converted to pdf manually (MikTex portable works well if you don’t want/have LaTex installed).
Running the program is very straightforward:
1 – setup the parameters file for the run.
2 – start R and set the working directory to the folders with the snpQC scripts
3 – load the scripts using source. The entry point is the snpQC.r file; in R run: source(“snpQC.r”)
4 – select the parameters file, e.g. myParam <- “C:\mySNPdata\MyParamFile.txt”
5 – run the full QC with: runQC(myParam)
The program has a single function for direct user access (runQC). The parameters are:
runQC(runParam,numHits=50000,DBin=TRUE,qc=TRUE,filter=TRUE,report=TRUE,DBout=TRUE)
runParam is the path/name of the parameters file.
numHits is the number of SNP that are read from the DB in each iteration. The bigger the number,
the faster the QC; but more demanding on memory.
All other parameters are simply Booleans on whether or not a QC step should be performed.
DBin build database of genotypes (TRUE/FALSE)
qc run QC metrics (TRUE/FALSE)
filter summarize results and build plots for report (TRUE/FALSE)
report make PDF report (TRUE/FALSE)
DBout write QC results to database (TRUE/FALSE)
Note: none of DBin, qc, report or DBout can be run if the previous steps have not been run before (as
in never before). You'll need the database to run the QC; you'll need QC results to build the
summaries/plots and you'll need summaries/plots to write the report. You can actually skip filter and
report steps and go straight from qc to writing (DBout) the results to the database.

The database is mandatory for the R version (the C# one can bypass the DB but will be
computationally demanding – will crash if not enough memory, but it’s very fast). If you don’t want
the report there’s no need to run filter/report but this is quite fast, not much time savings to be
made on this front (and beats a bit the purpose of this workflow). DBout will store and index all QC
metrics in the database, very useful for sub setting on different parameters later on (can
query/extract directly with SQL). Population parameters are also included (allelic and genotypic
frequencies, HW values…).
The database is SQLite which is practical and easily portable but not much in terms of security and
may not fit in with other parts of the lab. It’s easy to change the scripts to use other engines and
integrate with the current system. snpQC is not an R package primarily to simplify this level of
customisation. You can e.g. add extra QC checks (family relationships, PCA of sample structures…),
personalize the QC report (e.g. add a logo or change the wording), change the parallelization.
There are some hidden parameters than can be set once the scripts are loaded:
.maxcores=32 # increase max number of cores
.cpu=8 # setup number of cores in cluster, can use more or less - if more than 32 need to increase
.maxcores
.machineName="localhost" # change to run on a remote machine, will probably need to sort out ssh
tunneling to get it to work
useYates=TRUE # True or false for using Yates correction on the chi-square values

5. Outputs
snpQC will generate the DB and two directories: “DBname_output” and “DBname_report”. The
report folder will contain various images and the full PDF report itself (snpQCreport.pdf). The text file
to recreate the pdf is snpQCreport.tex. Just a note on the tex file, you’ll need the Sweave.sty style
visible to LaTex (it’s included with the scripts) for the build to work (will work fine if both files are in
the same directory).
The DBname_output folder contains all the QC results in flat files. The names should be selfexplanatory but the ones of interest are usually:
reshaped.txt – this is the main output file with genotypes. There are no column/row names to
simplify importing into other programs. The default is to use 0, 1, 2 and 9 for missing, with data
separated by space (but can change in parameters file, see above). Number of SNP and samples will
depend on parameters selected (i.e. exclude or not bad samples/SNP). The format is SNP x sample.
animalID.txt – ordered list of sample identifiers (matches the reshaped.txt file columns). If the
option to exclude bad samples was used, only samples that passed QC are included.
snpID.txt – is the same as above but just with a single column of ordered SNP that matches columns
in reshaped.txt. Numbers will also depend on parameters selected (e.g. exclude bad, excluded some
chromosomes). The file orderedmap.txt – is the map file ordered by chromosome name and base
pair position within chromosomes. SNP in reshaped.txt are ordered according to this map (minus
anything excluded). Simply subset orderedmap.txt with snpID.txt and reshaped.txt can be used
directly in e.g. GWAS + Manhattan plot or LD analysis.

Lists of SNP and samples that did not pass QC are found in the files rejectSamplenames.txt and
rejectSNPnames.txt (can be used to exclude from reshaped file after QC). The file
rejectMapnames.txt has the SNP names that were removed based on mapping criteria (essentially
anything the user decides to exclude). Note: these are always excluded from reshaped.txt. The file
rejectMapAndSNPs.txt combines all SNP that were flagged for exclusion.
GRM.txt – is the genomic relationship matrix ordered as per reshaped.txt and animalID.txt.
Other files contain summaries for the report and the tables for the database (but can also be used
externally for additional/new filtering).

6. Where things can go sour
Just a few problems that different users have come across:
The three main problems you might encounter are incorrect settings in the parameter file; problems
in initializing the cluster and out of memory issues (the latter is addressed in the next section).
As a reference, if an error occurs right away it’s probably a parameter file error, if you get an error
after building the database it’s probably a cluster problem. The cluster has initiated successfully after
you see a message similar to “snowfall 1.84-6 initialized (using snow 0.3-13): parallel execution on 8
CPUs”. Anything after this is probably a memory issue.
The parameters file. The most common source of grief! Make sure that the paths to the 3 data files
are correct and with the correct file names. And don’t forget to also set the path for the output files
correctly. And remember to use “/” for path delimiters in Linux or Mac and “\” in Windows. Also
make sure to carefully check the indexes of the data in the data files (e.g. in which column are the
SNP names in the genotypes file); it’s a bit cumbersome with all those indexes but allows for a lot of
flexibility in data formats.
Install packages in Linux. Sometimes users do not have permission (actually almost always, unless it’s
your own machine) to install packages. Create a personal library and point R to it.
snow /doSNOW for the parallel steps can occasionally be tricky across machines on a network (might
need ssh tunnelling to work). On a single machine usually no problems but in Linux you might again
not have the necessary permissions to instantiate the cluster; if you get an error here, install the
snow/doSNOW parallel R packages in a personal library. The program uses simple socket
connections which work well in terms of generality but are also slower – it’s something that can be
tinkered with to improve performance (but you need to know what you are doing).
You’ll need LaTex installed to generate the PDF and it has to be visible in the path. If you don’t have
LaTex, the PDF can be generated later on using the snpQCreport.tex file (in the report directory). But
note that you’ll need the Sweave.sty style visible to LaTex (it’s included with the scripts) for the build
to work (will work fine if both files are in the same directory). You’ll also need the images for the PDF
(the PDFs in the report folder). In some server settings users do not have permission to build the PDF
file programmatically (more of a Windows server issue) even when LaTex is installed (you’ll need to
do it manually or ask the sys admin to modify permissions). In Windows, MikTex is a good option (or
MikTex portable if you don’t want to install it).

The C# version cannot have space in the path; it’s fast but will crash if there’s not enough memory
(and it’s only for the 64 bit Windows OS). If enough demand I’ll port to C++ for multi-platform
support.

7. Memory management and data sizes
snpQC does a reasonable job of handling large datasets with reasonably limited computational
resources. But this does come at the cost of speed – very large datasets say, ~5,000 samples on 700k
arrays will take a full day to index the database (this is the largest bottleneck) but it will give you a
useful database to ensure data integrity in the future. If you do not want the database, the compiled
version is much faster (the above job runs in less than 30 minutes) but there is no memory
management – your machine can either run the job or not (and also currently only in Windows).
The R version is much more flexible but you cannot bypass the database building step. However you
might also run into problems depending on the settings used. To speed up the database, it is built
and indexed directly in memory. You should not have any problems with a machine that has 12 or
more Gb (it’s set to max out memory usage at ~12Gb). But if an error occurs at this point you’ll need
to edit the file BuilDB.r manually. Try modifying the parameters (you can also tinker with this to
improve speed):
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma cache_size = 200000")
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma synchronous = 0")
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma temp_store = 2")
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma journal_mode = off")
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma page_size=65536")
dbGetQuery(dbcon, "pragma locking_mode=exclusive")
Note: you can also achieve very significant speed improvements (almost 2X) by reading in the data
from one disk and building the database on another; preferably use fast or ssd disks.
If an out of memory error occurs while running the QC steps (after the indexing is complete and the
cluster was successfully instantiated, you’ll be seeing on the screen something along the lines of
evaluating SNPS: 10001 - 20000); then try to reduce the number of nodes used in the cluster (R is
not very memory efficient in parallelized jobs – change the .cpu parameter to e.g. .cpu=4, default is
8) or reduce the number of SNP being tested each time (default is numHits=10,000). As a ballpark
figure expect each core to use around 80% of the amount of memory used when running as a single
threaded job (i.e. 10 cores will use ~8 times more memory).
Note: the number of cores does not necessarily mean a faster run with the R version. It will not scale
linearly and R can take a lot of time to copy data onto the threads which may cause an “inverse
effect”: more cores makes the run slower.
The last memory problem you may encounter is to generate the correlation matrix or the GRM. Here
the entire dataset is read into memory (in numeric format, reasonably efficient). For this problem
there is no easy fix. If the correlation or GRM cannot be built, the program will bypass the function;
this is not a problem for the correlation since it is just a visual aid for diagnostic purposes but you

will not be able to build the GRM. At this point I have opted not to read in “chunks” of data to build
the matrices since it would be painfully slow and it has not been an issue up to now (but let me
know, datasets are growing rapidly).
For reference purposes you’d need around 24Gb to handle 20,000 samples on 50k arrays and
around 48Gb for 5,000 samples on 700,000k. Figure 2 shows relative memory usage and speed with
different numbers of samples (50k genotypes). R4 and R8 refer to the R version with 4 and 8 cores.
Note that the C# version scales more linearly than the R version. Values are for reference purposes
only and will change completely on different architectures (but the relationships between program
versions and cores should be similar).

Finally, if none of this works, the last resort is to partition the data into subsets to run the QC (any
machine with 8GB will have no problems running 1000 samples on 50k at a time). Just note that you
will not able to build a GRM with all samples.

8. More help and citing snpQC
If you have any questions or need some help, flick an email to Cedric Gondro: cgondro2@une.edu.au
(I’ll try to help out) also let me know if there are any bugs in the program.
If it works for you and you want to cite (hopefully, if it gets accepted):
Gondro, C., L.R. Porto-Neto and S.H. Lee (2014). snpQC - an R pipeline for quality control of Illumina
SNP data. under review.

